Bacteriological Investigation of Chronic Wounds in a Specialized Wound Healing Department: A Retrospective Analysis of 107 Cases.
To investigate the information of chronic wounds, especially in the aspect of microbiological profile and to explore the relationship between the wound culture result and chronic wounds infection, we retrospectively reviewed the medical records of 107 patients with chronic wounds from January 2011 to December 2013. The sociodemographic data, wound-related information, therapeutic type, and wound infection status were extracted. Microbial specimens were obtained and processed using standard hospital procedure for wound culture. The predominant pathogen isolated was Staphylococcus aureus (n = 11, 26.2%), followed by Escherichia coli (n = 6, 14.3%), Enterobacter cloacae (n = 3, 7.1%), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (n = 3, 7.1%). Sixty percent of the infectious chronic wounds had positive culture, and 96.2% of the noninfectious wounds had negative culture. In conclusion, the microbial characteristics were mostly in the site of lower extremity, gram-negative bacteria, and monopathogen, respectively. Furthermore, the relationship between the wound culture result and chronic wound infection was not exactly coincident. It may be useful for guiding the empiric therapy of chronic wounds.